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The Formation of Chondrules:
Petrologic Tests of the Shock Wave Model

Harold C. Connolly Jr. and Stanley G. Love

Chondrules are millimeter-sized rounded igneous rocks within chondritic meteorites.
Their textures and fractionated mineral chemistries suggest that they formed by repeat-
ed, localized, brief (minutes to hours) melting of cold aggregates of mineral dust in the
protoplanetary nebula. Astrophysical models of chondrule formation have been unable
to explain the petrologically diverse nature of chondrites. However, a nebular shock wave
model for chondrule formation agrees with many of the observed petrologic and geo-
chemical properties of chondrules and shows how particles within the nebula are sorted
by size and how rims around chondrules are formed. It also explains the volatile-rich
nature of chondrule rims and the chondrite matrix.

Meteorites are classified into many types,
of which the most common (!80%) are the
chondrites (1). Chondrites are subdivided
into three groups—ordinary, carbonaceous,
and enstatite—of which the ordinary chon-
drites are the most abundant. The distin-
guishing feature of these meteorites (com-
posing up to 85% of their mass) is the
eponymous chondrules (millimeter-sized
silicate spheroids) they contain (Fig. 1).
Many chondrites have remained unaltered
since their formation 4.6 billion years ago
(1), preserving a chemical composition
matching that of the sun, except for the
most volatile elements (1, 2). Unaltered
chondrites are one source of evidence about
the processes that operated in the proto-
planetary nebula: the thin, flat, rotating
disk of gas and dust from which the sun and
planets coalesced.

One of the most enigmatic nebular pro-
cesses is the one that produced the chon-
drules. Chondrules are igneous rocks, be-
lieved to have formed by the brief melting
of solid mineral precursors, which were af-
terward accreted into meteorite parent bod-
ies (asteroids). Many mechanisms for the
formation of chondrules have been pro-
posed, but few of them have been rigorously
tested against the petrological and geo-
chemical constraints developed from mete-
orite studies, and none is generally accepted
(3, 4). For over 100 years, identifying the
mechanism of chondrule formation has re-
mained a leading task in meteoritics and
planetary science (3, 5, 6).

Here we review and expand on the neb-
ular shock wave model of chondrule forma-
tion (3, 7). We then review the textural

and chemical characteristics of chondrules
that provide the strongest constraints on
any mechanism for their formation and try
to reconcile these observations with the
shock wave theory.

The Shock Wave Model

A shock wave is a sharp discontinuity be-
tween hot, compressed, high-speed gas
(moving faster than the local speed of
sound) and cooler, less dense, slower mov-
ing gas. Gas overrun by a shock wave is
abruptly heated, compressed, and accelerat-
ed. We envision the shock as a thin flat
surface (a plane) moving through an initial-
ly cool, quiet [turbulent velocities of !50 m
s–1 (8)] nebula of gas and dust. For simplic-
ity, we consider a normal shock traveling in
a direction perpendicular to its front sur-
face. We assume a cold background nebula
temperature T0 of 300 K. The ambient pres-
sure of the nebula p0 is 1.00 " 10–5 bars. We
assume that the gas is ideal, diatomic mo-

lecular hydrogen [molecular mass m #
3.34 " 10–27 kg per molecule; ratio of spe-
cific heats $ # 1.4 (9)], so the gas molecule
number density (n0) is 3.7 " 1020 m–3 and
the gas mass density (%0) is 1.23 " 10–6 kg
m–3. The speed of sound (a) in the gas
before the shock is given by ($kT0/m)0.5,
where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 "
10–23 J/K) and m is the mass of one mole-
cule. It is convenient to express the shock
velocity (vs) in terms of its Mach number
(M), the ratio vs/a. Given T0, a # 1300 m
s–1.

Given M and the ideal gas equation of
state, analytical relations (10) govern the
post-shock density, pressure, velocity, and
temperature (%1, p1, v1, and T1) in the gas
(Fig. 2). Temperature and density increase
moderately behind the shock wave, whereas
pressure increases significantly. For exam-
ple, in an M 5 shock, pressure increases by
a factor of 29, density by a factor of 5, and
temperature by a factor of 5.8.

Solid particles are also affected by the
shock wave. When a shock wave overruns
them, particles suddenly find themselves in
a blast of wind moving at several kilometers
per second. Friction or drag from collisions
of gas molecules heats the particles, as does
thermal radiation from hot neighboring
particles. Particles lose heat by radiation
and evaporation (7, 11). In addition to gas
drag heating, particles can be heated radia-
tively and conductively by the hot post-
shock gas [at 1740 K in the M # 5 example]
until cooling begins (7) or a post-shock
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Fig. 1. A transmitted
light image of a thin
section of Semarkona
(LL3.0; USNM 1805–4),
an unequilibrated ordi-
nary chondrite. This me-
teorite has experienced
virtually no thermal meta-
morphism and thus con-
tains chondrules that
probably preserve a
record of the preaccre-
tional environment within
the protoplanetary nebu-
la. Note the diversity
of the chondrules (the
round objects) and their
various sizes, shapes,
and textures. The arrow
marks a chondrule with
an igneous rim.
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コンドリュール (始源的隕石の断面図) 原始太陽系の珪酸塩ダスト融解現象

どんなメカニズムがダストを融解し得たのか？
(Sorby 1877, Nature 15, 495)
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Lin 1994), but the timescales are inappropriate for the for-
mation of CAIs and chondrules (Bell et al. 2000). Building
on earlier suggestions by Herbig (1977), Skinner (1990),
Li†man (1992), and Cameron (1995), Shu, Shang, & Lee
(1996) proposed a solution based on the idea that chondru-
les and CAIs originate much closer to the proto-Sun, D0.06
AU, and that they were lifted and thermally processed in the
X-wind before they were tossed to the distances of their
modern host bodies in the asteroid belt (and, perhaps, the
Kuiper belt). Figure 1 depicts a schematic drawing of the
situation.

The process is nontrivial, since up to 80% of the rock
mass of the planetary system may have originated as chon-
drules and CAIs. Moreover, the elemental segregation
entailed in the production of chondrules and CAIs may
o†er an explanation for the otherwise deeply troubling fact
that the chemical composition of the Earth and other ter-
restrial planets are not cosmic (compared to either the solar
photosphere or to CI chondrites, which are all matrix with
no CAIs or chondrules), not only in the paucity of their
volatiles (including hydrogen and noble gases) but in the
de!ciency of their moderate volatiles (Anders & Owen
1977).

The model developed by Shu et al. (1996) in the context of
the steady theory of magnetohydrodynamic X-winds (see
Najita & Shu 1994 ; Ostriker & Shu 1995) can provide a
plausible thermal environment for the generation of CAIs
as well as a natural mechanism for the aerodynamic size-
sorting and remnant magnetism of chondrules. Unfor-

tunately, this minimalist approach cannot account for the
brevity and apparent multiplicity of heating events required
to produce chondrules. Our original proposal also envis-
aged the separation of refractories and moderate volatiles
into chondrules and CAIs in terms of CAIs being formed as
the evaporative residues of cosmic mixes of ““ dustballs.ÏÏ
This proposal is vulnerable to two types of criticisms : (1) the
isotopic fractionation to be expected from Rayleigh distilla-
tion (J. T. Wasson 1996 and G. J. Wasserburg 1996, private
communications), and (2) the implausibility of the forma-
tion of ““ dustballs ÏÏ from low-velocity collisions of clean,
dry, bits of silicate rock (P. Goldreich 1996, private
communication).

Many of the criticisms directed at our original model are
blunted by the realization that stellar jets are not steady,
su†ering appreciable Ñuctuations on timescales of decades
and major eruptions on timescales of thousands of years
(e.g., Reipurth, Raga, & Heathcote 1993 ; Reipurth et al.
1997). The generation of protosolar Ñares in a Ñuctuating
X-wind model provides a natural timescale of tens of
minutes to a few hours for the multiple Ñash heating of
chondrules (Shu et al. 1997). By melting or softening the
rocky mantles of solids, the Ñares may also enhance the
sticking probability and enable the collisional growth of
compact rockballs of millimeter to centimeter size (see
below). As a bonus, the accompanying irradiation by solar
cosmic-ray particles yields a possible mechanism for under-
standing the presence of several short-lived radioactivities
inferred to have been present in CAIs when they solidi!ed

FIG. 1.ÈSchematic drawing of the X-wind model for the formation of CAIs and chondrules. On either side of a dead zone (the middle third of the
magnetic Ñux trapped by the X-region) the !eld lines bend sufficiently inward or outward to force electrically conducting gas in the X-region to be funneled
toward the star or to be expelled in an X-wind. The case shown assumes that an outÑow of hot plasma in a coronal wind from the star and disk has helped
magnetocentrifugal e†ects to open the !eld lines in the dead zone, but the dead zone !eld lines could also be closed, as are those below the helmet dome,
without much a†ecting the discussion of our model. (After Shu et al. 1997).
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強いガス動圧 融解ダストの変形
→変形コンドリュール？



変形コンドリュール
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再固化したときの形状を反映？

3軸楕円体で近似
半径はそれぞれ A, B, C (A ≧ B ≧ C)



Deformed Chondrules
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本研究の目的
ガス流中における
融解ダストの変形

衝撃波加熱でコンドリュール形状を
説明できるか？

コンドリュール形状の
多様性

Tsuchiyama et al. (2003), LPSC, abst#1271

gas flow

droplet

液滴の回転

仮定：回転軸 ⊥ ガス流の向き



手法
CIP法 (Yabe et al. 2001, J.Comp.Phys. 169, 556) による3次元数値流体シミュレーション

!u

!t
+ (u · !)u =

!!p + µ"2u + Fs + Fg

"

+g +
1
2
!|!! r|2 + 2u!!

Eq. of cont.

Eq. of motion

Eq. of state

!"

!t
+ ! · ("u) = 0

ガス動圧
初期の液滴半径
表面張力
粘性係数
角速度

初期条件 gas flow

droplet

!p

!"
= c2

s

：pfm = 104 dyne cm-2

：r0 = 1 mm
：γs = 400 dyne cm-1

：µ = 103 g cm-1 s-1

：ω = parameter

: ガス流中に置かれた真球

 (HM & TN 2006b, Icarus, in press, astro-ph/0611289)
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ガス流

回転軸
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・回転軸に対して垂直方向に縮む
・回転軸方向に伸びる(体積保存)
　→ プロレート形状になる！

ω = 100 s-1

断面 (⊥ 回転軸) 断面 (∥ 回転軸)



なぜプロレートになるのか？
再固化直前は粘性が高い

変形が回転に比べて十分遅い
→軸対称的なガス流 (ガス動圧)

プロレートに変形 さらに高速回転だとオブレート？

軸対称ガス動圧を仮定し
解析的に液滴形状を導出した

(回転がない場合：Sekiya et al. 2003, PThPh. 109, 717)

角速度ω
Rcr

プロレート オブレート



rs = r0

!
1 + We/48(Rcr ! R)P2(cos !)

"

R = 

R < Rcr : プロレート
R > Rcr : オブレート

液滴形状の解析的表式

We ≡ pfm r0 / γs : Weber 数
R ≡ ρ r02 ω2 / <pfm> : 
無次元化された遠心力

z-axis (rotation axis)

gas flow

droplet

t!

ez
e!

rs
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!

n

Figure 2: Settings for deriving the deformation of the droplet shape. The droplet

rotates around the z-axis and the gas flow is an axis-symmetry because of the

droplet rotation (see §1). The droplet radius rs is a function of the polar angle

!. The unit normal of the surface is n and the unit tangential vector is t!.

10

平均化されたガス動圧
遠心力

Rcr = 19/5



コンドリュール形状再現の条件
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Figure 3: Axial ratio B/A of rotating high-viscous droplet exposed to high-

velocity rarefied gas flow is plotted as a function of the squared normalized

angular velocity R ! !r2
0"

2/pfm and the Weber number We ! pfmr0/#s. The

vertical dotted line indicates the critical value of R (prolate shape for R < Rcr

and oblate shape for R > Rcr). When the angular velocity is large enough, the

droplet would undergo the shape instability and cannot keep its shape (gray

region). Short dashed curves indicate on which the deformation time scale

is equal to that of the rotation for various values of the Ohnesorge number

Oh ! $/
"

!r0#s, in other words, the axis-symmetry approximation of the gas

flow is no longer valid if the angular velocity is smaller than these curves.
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遠心力が大きい (ガス動圧に対して)

R ! !r2
0"

2/"pfm#

プロレート オブレート

＝ 中軸 / 長軸

ガス動圧が強ければ
大変形プロレート形状は
説明可

ギャップ？ 再固化時のガス動圧が
異なる2つの値を持つ？→

(Chandrasekhar 1965)
高速回転による
大変形オブレート形状は
回転不安定により不可



議論：異なる2つのガス動圧
(a) low dust-to-gas mass ratio (b) high dust-to-gas mass ratio

Figure 12: H. Miura & T. Nakamoto

38

less-dusty dust-rich

融点

HM & TN (2006a), ApJ 651, 1272

コンドリュール形成領域の光学的厚さ τ<1 or >1
→異なる2つのガス動圧が選択的に多くなる？

ダスト温度

ダスト速度

ガス速度

周囲のダストの熱放射

再固化時に
大きな相対速度

大きなガス動圧

再固化時には
相対速度がほぼゼロ

ガス動圧 ~ 0

衝撃波面からの距離 [cm]



まとめ

gas flow

time-averaged
gas flow

(a) chondrule (b) simulation (c) reason for prolate

Figure 2: Three-dimensional external shapes of bodies: (a) prolate chondrule in
Allende Meteorite (CV3), (b) prolate droplet by our numerical simulation, (c)
schematic picture to explain the reason for prolate shape.
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•高速ガス流中で融解したmmサイズの珪酸塩ダストの変形
•適切な回転速度のもとプロレートになる (回転軸 ⊥ ガス流)
•衝撃波加熱モデルを強く示唆

mmサイズの流体力学的研究
→原始太陽系星雲内部の物理的環境の推測


